Exceptional art hand-picked by experts

SELLING ON
RISE ART
Rise Art scours the globe for incredible
artists. Through our expert support,
we champion each and every artist,
allowing our sellers to focus on what they
do best – create exceptional art!

2 | Stella Kapezanou

Violet Astor
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WHY SELL
ON RISE ART

“

Rise Art is an effective
platform which connects
artists and collectors
in direct and engaging
ways. I particularly value
the opportunity to reach

■ A leading online gallery connecting
artists with collectors worldwide

■ #1 rank on Google for key search terms
such as ‘buy art online’

■ 30% growth in sales, month on month
over the last 6 months

■ 1m people reached online

a huge audience in
collaboration with a team
of professionals who truly
understand the creative
process of individual artists
and more importantly, the
need to promote art from
every possible angle in an
ever changing world…”
Fernando Velazquez

every month

■ 10x growth in website traffic over
the past year and increasing each month

■ Bespoke weekly marketing
promotions and campaigns
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“

I found the joining process
and creating the online
gallery easy. I am delighted
to have made 3 sales in
my first month of joining
and received encouraging

WE’RE HERE WITH
OUR ARTISTS EVERY
STEP OF THE WAY

feedback from happy
clients. The Rise Art team
have been supportive and
helpful throughout, even
coming to visit me at a
recent exhibition.”
Nadia Attura

Our aim is to champion every one of the
artists we work with. With the help of our
dedicated team we provide support in
every area. From helping artists set up their
profiles, to bespoke marketing activity,
editorial features, and assistance with
shipping and logistical matters, we’ll ensure
your artwork shines and finds a great home.
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“

■ Art sales, rentals and client
commissions

The curators have been

■ Artists have complete control over
how they use their profile

invaluable in helping
me ensure I continue to
improve as an artist.”

■ No requirement for exclusivity or
exclusive listings

Nick Miners

■ Bespoke artist support to champion
each portfolio and the latest artist news
■ Art advisory service for personal
recommendations to collectors and
trade clients
Kristjana S Williams

■ A specialised seller console to
manage profiles at ease, whenever the
artist wishes
■ Professional framing service
■ Shipping and logistical support
■ Artist seminars and tutorials
Kristjana
NickSMiners
Williams
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HELPING ARTISTS
ACCELERATE SALES
■ Dedicated marketing activities and
promotions via social media channels,
editorial content, customer and trade
newsletters, PR, advertising and
partnerships
■ Bespoke editorial content including
artist videos and interviews
■ Highly engaged mailing list with
targeted emails at least twice a week
■ Paid online and offline advertising
across marketing channels and 1m
people reached each month
■ Events, shows and exhibitions
■ Global distribution with shipping to
56 countries
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“

Rise Art have been integral
to the development of
my career as an artist
by supporting my work
through online marketing
and so much more. By
reaching out to clients
in the UK and overseas
they continue to be my
number one seller of my
work. I’ve always said that
being represented by
galleries showcasing top
quality work is where to be
and thankfully in today’s
art market they pride
themselves on doing that.”
Victoria Horkan

Victoria Horkan
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REACH NEW
AUDIENCES THROUGH
OUR RENTAL SERVICE

“

The art rental service has
opened up doors to people
who I’d never think would
get to see my art. Rise

Our ‘try before you buy’ art rental service is
unique and popular amongst our artists and
customers alike. Art rentals allow the customer
to see works in the flesh before buying, and
enable artists to distribute their artwork
in different ways to an increasingly varied
audience.

Art has helped me reach
new markets and I also
use the website as a way
of sourcing inspiration
from up and coming and
established artists.”
Mat Cahill

■ More than 85% of rentals convert into sales
■ Artists make more money renting*

*Benefits of long term rentals (using an example of an artwork priced £1,000)
200%

■ Artists have made over £5k from corporate
and trade rentals alone

180%
160%

■ Fully insured service while artwork is on loan

■ Artists can still sell their artwork while it is
being rented
■ Completely optional service

Revenue Gains

■ Rentals enable artwork to reach a wider
variety of audiences

140%
120%
£1000

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

£1,000

£1,200

£1,330

Sale

6 Month Rental + Sale

12 Month Rental + Sale

Total money paid by client

£970
12 Month + Return

Sale value of returned work
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“

“

A collector renting two

Rise Art have been a

of my paintings has now

fundamental part of my art

bought them. Many

career and success. I am now

thanks to Rise Art for

achieving regular rentals of

championing the excellent

my work, mostly for new

concept of renting art.”

show homes and also some

Stephen Whatcott

customer rentals, most of
which have resulted in sales.
The curators and sales teams
are both incredibly helpful
and always on hand to give
expert advice. Rise Art have
achieved fantastic results, as
an artist this means so much
to me. I consider Rise Art to
now be an integral part of my
work and I look forward to an
exciting future with them!”
Corinne Natel

Bruce McLean
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Tommy Clarke

WE ONLY TAKE
THE BEST

Our curatorial team and independent experts hunt out
the most talented artists by scouting exhibitions, art fairs
and graduate shows.
While we welcome all submissions, less that 1% of artists
are accepted to be sellers. To guarantee we get the best,
a team of at least 6 reviewers assess every application.
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“

I cannot rate Rise Art
more highly. Their
professionalism, support
and communication is
faultless. The advice,
expertise, appreciation,
and sensitivity to me as
an artist have proved
invaluable. In a cut-throat
art world they are like a
breath of fresh air.”
Ellannah Sadkin

Beth Patridge

■ High quality art from talented, emerging and
established artists
■ Rigorous curation process via our team of experts
and Insiders
■ 1% of artist submissions are accepted as sellers
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Ellie Vandoome

OUR
AUDIENCE
From first-time buyers and seasoned collectors, to interior
designers and corporate clients, our diverse and loyal
audience choose us for our high quality artworks and
exceptional service. We market our artists extensively and
have built a growing database of clients interested in an
easier and more accessible way to buy extraordinary art
for their space in the £100 to £30,000 price range.
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“

We really needed something to
inspire creativity in our room for
video creators. The art from Rise
Art was the perfect choice for us,
and the reaction has been great
from our creator community.”
Marc Joynes - YouTube

Kef!

Edina Gulyas

“

“

“

show flats in St James’s. They were very responsive the

approachable, attentive

from them. They are easygoing

whole way through the project – from initial concept

and reliable. I recommend

and approachable, with none

meetings to install. Their pieces turned a neutral space

Rise Art to all my friends –

of the snobbishness sometimes

into something beautiful, interesting and nuanced. We

high quality art with lots to

found in the world of art. Highly

wouldn’t hesitate to use them again.”

choose from!

recommended.”

Rise Art provided an amazing range of art options, which
included sculpture as well as prints and originals for two

Originate Architects

I loved my experience with
Rise Art, they were very

F. Le Calvez - Customer

I‘ve dealt with the Rise Art team
and have bought several pieces

John Clare - Customer

(Architects, Interior Designers & Furniture Specialists)
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MEET THE TEAM
As Head Curator at Rise Art I have the
amazing opportunity of tracking down and
working with some of the world’s most
exciting and talented artists. There is no
doubt it’s a hands on job from organising
exhibitions in Hong Kong, to visiting artist
Rebecca Gordon

studios in far flung places. What’s not to love!

Head Curator, Rise Art

Through advising private, corporate and
trade clients on their art collections, I actively
make sure our artists’ works are seen by our
growing client base. Our clients are delighted
with the quality of artworks that we put
forward, and particularly favour our fabulous
Nat Rubinstein
Curator, Rise Art

rental service. From office buildings, to hotels,
to high-end show-homes, I have worked on
numerous projects and the artists are always
thrilled with the results!
I am the Artist Champion at Rise Art – focusing
on championing our existing artist while also
identifying and recruiting potential new ones.
Whether you find me on the phone, scouring
art shows, planning the next event, or fixing
profile bugs, I’m with our artists every step of

Bruce McLean

Izzy Proby

the way. I am a champion after all!

Artist Champion, Rise Art
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QUESTIONS?
If you’d like to find out more about us,
need help managing your profile or just
want to talk about art, please contact Izzy
directly... no question is too small!
curators@riseart.com or
call +44 (0)208 629 1525.
Ready to start selling with us?
Want to access your profile?
SIGN UP TODAY

Alexandra Gallagher
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